
WHERE HISTORY LIVES





The trade winds of the Indian Ocean have been bringing the

world to the East African Coast for over a thousand years. In the

remote archipelago of Lamu, the local people have a long

established tradition of welcoming travellers.

Among these beautiful islands, surrounded by calm blue seas

and tropical beaches, a new culture was born from the blend of

African and Middle Eastern influences- the Swahili.

With this culture came a great language- and aboard sailing

dhows and in the winding streets of Lamu's old town a single word

has been heard over the ages- Kari bu.

This word means simply "Welcome" but it is an invitation, a

greeting, and a blessing.

The Lamu Archipelago today remains as mystical, exotic and

serene as ever. The old stone town is a World Heritage site, a

place where culture, history and custom are all blended into a

truly unique way of life.

This is a place unchanged by the pace of change of the

Western world, where the wisdom of the past plays a part in

present, and the pace of life is measured by the progress of the

graceful dhows that sail among the islands.

The white sandy beaches of Shela, the dense mangrove forests

and the rich Swahili culture draw visitors to Lamu year after year.

So Karibu Lamu, and experience a warm welcome that has

remained unchanged over the centuries ...
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THE ARCHIPELAGO

The Lamu Archipelago is a cluster of seven islands sheltered

within the Northernmost reaches of the Kenyan coast. Warmed

by the equatorial sun and cooled by the trade winds of the Indian

Ocean, the islands have a balmy, pleasant climate for most of the

year, with an average annual temperature of 26 degrees celsius.

The three main islands of Larnu, Manda and Pate are a blend

of deep blue channels and coral reef, wide sandy beaches and

protected bays. To the North, Kiwaayu is a narrow strip of beach

surrounded by reef. The rolling dunes of the beaches give way to

thick vegetation and stands of coconut palms, tropical mango and

citrus trees, while the low lying areas are covered in dense

mangrove forest.

The nearby mainland Dodori Reserve is a wild remote region

populated with herds of Topi and other plains game. Elephant

have been known to leave the reserve and swim across the

channel to graze on Manda Island.

Three separate species of sea turtle come to the archipelago to

lay their eggs in the sands of the remote beaches, and the islands

are visited by rare migrant birdlife including the Crab Plover and

the Roseate Tern.

The protected waters of the Kiunga Marine Reserve are a

sanctuary for populations of endangered Dugong or sea cow, and

the coral rich reef home to many tropical fish species, including

giant wrasse, barracuda and rock cod.
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LIVING HISTORY

In Lamu, history and modern life are inextricably linked. The

community has learned the value of its history, and the

importance of traditions and customs. The values, beliefs and way

of life throughout the islands' are all part of a rich culture that

grew and l 'panded with the sprawling stone town at the heart of

the archipi 'go.

This wa: a civilization born of the trade winds that first

brought com' erce to these shores two thousand years ago. The

first recorded history of Larnu dates from the 15th century, and

the following centuries saw visi ts by traders and explorers from

Turkey, Portugal, China and other great trading nations.

But the most pervasive influences came from the Middle East,

and Arab trade" settled in the area from the 9th century

onwards. They called the local people "Swahili" (people of the

coast} and the gradual intermarriage of the two communities and

their lifestyles created an enduring new culture.

The turbulent history of the Swahili coast saw battles for

control of commerce between the Omani Arabs and the

Portuguese, and regional conflicts between the islands of Lamu,

Manda and Pate.

Larnu remained a significant and prosperous trading port until

the late 19th Century, and in many ways has remained

unchanged by modern influence.

For visitors to the region, sailing across the channel from

Manda to Lamu is to arrive in the same way centuries of traders,

explorers and adventurers first entered this antique town. The sea

front throngs with activity- donkeys, porters and merchants

bustle around the dhow docks and jetties that surround the

gateway to the town's central fort, built by the Omanis in 1808.

Declared a World Heritage Site by UNESCO in 2001, the

narrow labyrinthine streets of Lamu town are a historical

attraction in themselves. Exploring the town on foot is the best

way to soak up the living, breathing history of Larnu.

The Larnu Museum has excellent exhibits on Swahili culture

in general and Larnu culture in particular and can provide

information and advice on visiting other historical sites

throughout the archipelago.













SWAHIU CULTURE
AND TRADITIONS

Swahili derives its name from the word 'Sahel' or coast, and

this is truly a culture of the coa~t. It was brought into being by the

gradual melding of mainland African cultures and the Arabic

cultures that arrived aboard trading dhows.

There was significant influence on the culture of Lamu from

the local Bajun people. The Bajun are an indigenous tribal group,

centred around the archipelago. Their language was the genesis of

Kiarnu, a wahili dialect that is the true language of Lamu. Bajun

woodcarving was adapted to the tradition Omani designs of the

traders, creating the distinctively patterned doors and windows

still seen throughout the town.

The influence of Arabic cultures brought a traditional form of

dress, including long kanzu robes and woven hats for men, and the

buibui for women. Traditional henna painting of the hands and

feet remains popular with women, particularly for special events

and festivals.

The traditional triangular sailed dhow and the donkey

have both become important elements of local culture, ideally

suited for trade in both the narrow sea channels and narrow streets

of Lamu.

In the large open square in front of Lamu's fort, under the

shade of two spreading casuarina trees, a common sight is men

playing Bao - a traditional African board game that may be

the oldest known game in recorded human history. This

strategic game is popular all along the coast, and there are three

different versions played in Lamu- Bao la Kere, Bao la Dama and

Bao la Dumna.

Baa matches are a popular event at local festivals throughout

the year- as are donkey and dhow races, and competitions for

elaborate and eloquent Swahili poetry, and Koranic recitals.

Islam has played an important role in the growth of Swahili

culture, and Lamu has become famous for its celebration of the

Maulidi each June - now an important event for the Swahili.

Maulidi is the popular name given to Milad-uu-Nabi,

held during the third month of the Muslim calenclar to celebrate

the birth of the prophet Mohammed. The unique East African

version is believed to have been developed in Lamu by Habib

Swaleh Jamal Lely- an Arab from the Comoros Islands who

came to Lamu in 1866.









SWAHILI CULTURE & TRADITIONS connnucnon

The festival is celebrated with traditional dances -

particularly the Goma. This involves lines of men standing

together holding long walking sticks known as bakora. Swaying

gendy [0 the rhythm of ngoma drums, the men extend the

sticks forward and interlink them. At the same time, other men

pair off and arm themselves with traditional curved Arab

swords and stage mock fights [0 the beat of the drums, using

sandals as shields.

More solemn are the prayer vigils held throughout the night,

as me townspeople gather around the illuminated mosque and

pray with sessions of group prayer and contemplation alternating

with gentle song and chants that last until dawn.

Maulidi is a celebration of both the past and the future,

and the beliefs and traditions that are the heart and soul of

this community.

For students of the Swahili Language and culture, the

Research Institute of Swahili Studies of Eastern Africa (RISS-

EA) has a campus in Lamu .. The insritute, managed by the

ational Museum of Kenya, offers specialized certified courses in

language and culture, hornestavs in Swahili homes and assistance

with research and academic work in the area.

For more information:

Email: rissea_da@museums.or.ke

Web: www.rissea.org.ke

LAMU TOWN

The town of Larnu is a preserved treasure of both architecture

and town planning. The [Own consists of over 40 individual areas

or mitaa, with a main thoroughfare (Usita wa Mui or Harambee

Ave.) separating the original stone town from the comparatively

recent 19th Century seafront.

The central Sultan's Fort (1808) has been through various

changes over the years, including conversion into a prison.

It is now a museum and its forecoun is home [0 Lamu's largest

open marker.

The streets of Lamu are never much more than eight feet

wide, making them accessible only on foot or by donkey. This is

for a good reason, as the proximity of the stone walls cools the air

and blocks the rays of the sun.

There are hundreds of historic homes throughout the [Own,

all built [0 the same traditional design, with a central courtyard

surrounded by narrow rooms, with ceilings made of boriti

mangrove poles and a flat open roof sometimes shaded by thatch

makuti shelters.

There is a Swahili House Museum showing the form and

function of a typical home- and the main museum has exhibits on

the life and history of the [Own.

Other attractions include the Fort Environmental Museum

and old German Post Office Museum, a sanctuary and hospital

for donkeys, the open Lamu market and many local handicraft

and carving shops.









AROUND LAMU

Also on Lamu, {he small village of Shela has several

important historic homes, and upmarket hotels and guesthouses

with easy access to the nearby beach. The village of Matandoni

is a small sleepy village, locally renowned as a centre for

dhow building.

On Manda, the ruins of the town of Takwa, deserted in the

17th century, are an easy day trip from Lamu. Further afield on

Pate Island are the crumbling abahani ruins, which have

merged with the more recent town of Pate. The Nabahani were a

group of dispossessed Arabs who settled into existing Swahili

settlements here some time in the l Jth Century. Also on Pate are

the ruins and monuments of the Swahili towns of Shanga and

Faza, and the imposing fort at Sivu.

To the North, Kiwaayu has beautiful beaches and snorkeling

and diving in the Kiunga Marine Reserve.

The Lamu museum can provide assistance and guides for

exploring the archipelago.

TRAVELLERS LAMU

Lamu is easily accessible to travellers, with daily flights from

the capital airobi, and from both Mombasa and Malindi on the

coast. There are also bus and road connections available from

Momabasa and the coast.

There is a wide selection of lodging available to suit all tastes

and budgets. There are hotels, guesthouses and lodges in both

Lamu town and Shela, and self contained resorts on some of the

more remote bays and beaches of the archipelago.

Lamu also has many private houses available for hire, at

affordable rates. Ideal for a group or family, these houses provide

a genuine insight into local life. Most houses are available with

excellent cooks and service staff.

To experience an integral part of Swahili culture, travellers

must experience the local cuisine, which blends the best local

ingredients into a tantalizing fusion of tastes. Abundant fresh

seafood, coconut and tropical fruit are all combined with the

exotic spices that have been traded along the East African

coast for centuries.

To travel further afield in the archipelago, transport is by

local sailing dhows, and accommodation is limited to very basic

hotels or guesthouses. Contact the Lamu Museum for derails of

their guided trips through the historical sires of the archipelago.

The people of Lamu are very proud of their culture and

heritage, and are very happy to share their island with visitors.

A measure of respect for local custom goes a long way, so seek

local advice about where to go, what to do and wear.

Resources

Lamu is featured in most popular guidebooks to the region.

For online information:

Web: www.magicalkenya.com

Web: www.magicalkenya.com/lamufestival
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LAMU CULTURAL FESTIVAL

Lamu holds an annual festival dedicared to celebrating and

preserving the local culture of the archipelago. This is timed each

year to coincide with high tides that create ideal conditions for

the large Jahazi and smaller Mashua Dhows that gather to take

pan in a series of races.

Other competitions include swimming and canoe races,

and a fast paced donkey race along the seafront. These events

celebrate the integral elements of the Lamu way of life- the sea

and the dhows and donkeys that are the main forms of transport

on the island.

By showing the value of local traditions and customs, the

festival strengthens community values and instills a sense of pride

in Lamu residents young and old.

Held each year since 200 1 by the Lamu Cultural Promotion

Group, the festival also showcases the many diverse customs of

the archipelago, including readings and presentations by local

poets and writers, storytelling and musical performances.

This is a rare opportunity to see traditional dances from all

of the islands in one single venue, including the Ngoma la Barani

from mainland Kiunga and Mambore, Ngoma la Siyu from

Pate, Chama from Matondoni and the habwani and Uta from

Lamu Town.

There are also displays of henna painting, Muhunzi (iron

srnirhing), Kutema (wood carving), dhow making, Kusuka (mat

making), Makuti (palm weaving) and much more.

Visiting artists from the East African Coast and other Islamic

countries often join the festivities, encouraging cultural exchange

and pride in their united heritage.

The festival is proudly supported by International Embassies

and private sponsors. For anyone visiting Kenya during the

festival period, a visit to Lamu is a must. For details on this year's

events and dates, please contact:

Lamu Cultural Promotion Group

Tel: +25442633292

Email: info@alliancefrnairobi.org

Web: www.magicalkenya.com/lamufestival






